Grassmanship Scholarship Program

YOU’RE INVITED TO APPLY!

$5,000 & $1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS

One $5,000 and four $1,000 scholarships will be awarded to outstanding students with a passion for grassmanship.

Current + incoming college students with an agricultural field of study

Applications accepted now through March 31, 2022

Finalists will participate in an online scholarship interview

Scholarship recipients will be notified by May 2, 2022

EMPOWERING TOMORROW’S LAND STEWARDS

Grassmanship™ means working together to do all we can to be excellent stewards of the land. It’s nurturing the relationship between grazing quality today and sustainability tomorrow. It’s a commitment to the future of agriculture and the pasture management practices that proudly support it.

APPLY NOW

Earn your Grassmanship Scholarship

bit.ly/grassmanship2022
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